
Selichot 2012 Workshop – Fabrangen/TLS/Zoo Minyan

“Using teshuvah to live the life that we love and to love the life that we are living” 
Bracha Laster and Virginia Spatz (www.Fabrangen.org)

Opening/Closing:
Vayasem midbarah k'eden, v'arvatah k'gan Adonai 

He transforms her wilderness into Delight,
her wasteland into a Divine Garden. – Isaiah 51:3

chant by Rabbi Shefa Gold (http://www.rabbishefagold.com/Miracle.html)

This evening's text study: 
Attached are ten bits of text with something to say about teshuvah. They are offered in a kind of progression (one 
that made sense to Virginia, anyway), so it might be worthwhile to review them in order at some point during the 
next ten days. For now, choose one, maybe two, to explore with a partner or two during our Chevruta period.

In chevruta [partnership] study, the goal is not to take a position or convince anyone of anything. Instead, it's 
an opportunity to support and challenge one another, to help each partner – human and text – “speak.” 

With a partner or two choose a text to explore. Articulate what the text says – on the most basic, “just  the facts,” 
level  – and then challenge each other to say more. Let all partners, including the text, respond.  

Some questions to consider: 
What is this author saying about teshuvah? Are there any aspects of this text that don't make sense to you? 
What does this text say about teshuvah, generally? 
How might this text support using teshuvah to “live the life you love and love the life you live”? 

Note any insights or challenges you'd like to explore further in the next phase of our workshop and/or through the 
Days of Awe. Note anything you'd like to share with the wider group in the few minutes following paired study.

Sources: 
Nachman of Breslov (1772-1810, Ukraine), great-grandson of Israel ben Eliezer, the Baal Shem Tov [“Master
     of a Good Name”] who is recognized as the founder of Hasidism; mystic/teacher who often focused on    
     struggling against what we would call depression and on nurturing joy to find God and vice versa.

Abraham Isaac Kook (1865–1935, Palestine), first Ashkenazi chief rabbi of Palestine; founder of religious
     Zionism who called for wide-spread spiritual awakening; mystic and philosopher who taught that repentance
     could be joyous and healing.
     

John Prine (b. 1946, Maywood, IL, just west of Chicago), relatively famous for “Paradise” (“Sorry, my son,
     you're too late in asking. Mr. Peabody's coal train has hauled it away.”); part of Chicago folk school and   
     friend/collaborator of Steve Goodman (z''l); offers powerful thoughts amid silly stories and goofy rhymes.

Others are contemporary Jewish teachers: JayMichaelson.net, RabbiShefaGold.com, VelveteenRabbi.blogs.com



Fabrangen/TLS/Zoo Minyan Selichot 2012:
“Using teshuvah to live the life that we love and to love the life that we are living”

Workshop prepared by Bracha Laster and Virginia Spatz (copyrights below belong to authors noted)

The Lights of Penitence. Abraham Isaac Kook, trans. by Ben Zion Bokser. #1-5

#1 – New Horizon of Vision                                               #2 – Divine Freedom
Over against every measure of ugliness that is with-
drawn from a person through his inner conformity to 
the light of penitence, worlds resplendent with higher 
sensibilities come to expression in his soul. Every 
removal of sin resembles the removal of an obstruction 
from the seeing eye, and a whole new horizon of vision 
is revealed, the light of vast expanses of heaven and 
earth and all that is in them.  
(Chap 5: 2)

The stubborn determination to remain with the same 
opinion and to invoke it in support of a sinful 
disposition in which one has become habituated 
whether in action or in opinion is a sickness resulting 
from a grievous enslavement that does not permit the 
light of penitence to shine in full strength. Penitence is 
the aspiration for the pure original freedom, which is 
the divine freedom, wherein there is no enslavement 
of any kind. (Chap 5: 5) 

#3 – Vastness of Universal Existence
Penitence emerges from the depths of being, from such 
great depths in which the individual stands not as a 
separate entity, but rather as a continuation of the vast-
ness of universal existence. The desire for penitence is 
related to the universal will, to its highest source. From 
the moment the mighty stream for the universal will for 
life turns toward the good, many forces within the 
whole of existence are stirred to dis-close the good and 
to bestow good to all. “Great is penitence for it brings 
healing to the world, and an individual who repents is 
forgiven and the whole world is forgiven with him” 
(Yoma 86a). In the great channel in which the life-

sustaining force flows, there is revealed the unitary 
source of all existence, and in the hovering life-serving 
spirit of penitence all things are renewed to a higher 
level of good, the radiant and the pure.

Penitence is inspired by the yearning of all existence to 
be better, purer, more vigorous and on a higher plane 
than it is. Within this yearning is a hidden life-force for 
overcoming every factor that limits and weakens 
existence. The particular penitence of the individual 
and certainly of the group draws its strength from this 
source of life, which is always active and never-ending 
vigor. (Chap 6: 1)

#4 – Reforming Society and Inner Repentance
In truth one cannot rise to the spiritual level of seeking the reformation of society without a deep inner repentance 
of every sin and wrongdoing. An individual who has repented in this sense is forgiven and the whole world is 
forgiven with him. Similarly many may be raised to the ideal state hidden in the soul of the Jewish people through 
the penitence of one individual who is motivated by the goal of bringing to fruition his people's noblest aspiration 
for greatness. (Chap 4: 5)

#5 – Restoring the Will for Good
Penitence...bestows a great benefit in purifying souls, 
in refining the spirit and purging behavior from its 
ugliness. But together with this it necessarily bears 
within itself a certain weakness that even the most 
heroic spirits cannot escape.

When one shrinks the will, when one restrains the life-
force through inner withdrawal and the inclination to 
avoid any kind of sin, there is also a shrinking of the 

will for the good. The vitality of the virtuous life is 
also weakened....[Cleansing] may have eliminated the 
virus of his illness but it also weakened his healthy 
vitality. The penitential season is therefore followed by 
days of holy joy and gladness for the self* to restore 
the will for the good and the innocent vitality of life. 
Then will penitence be complete. (Chap 9: 10)    

                                    *festival of Sukkot and Simchat Torah



#6 – You Can Fix, You Can Heal
If you believe that you can damage, then believe that you can fix. If you believe that you can harm, then believe 
that you can heal. – Nachman of Breslov, Likutei Moharan [Gleanings of MOreinu HArav Nachman] 2:112

#7 – Never Enough (teshuvah, etc.)?
I was preparing for Shabbat and I came across these 
words from Isaiah: “your service is fulfilled” [40:2]. I 
thought, these are great words to chant before Shabbat, 
as a way of letting go of the week. But as I was 
chanting, I felt the words so strongly. God was saying, 
“You've done enough, and you are enough. You've 
completely fulfilled your mission in this moment.” It 
exposed a disease I didn't know that I had. I was 
holding on to a low-level anxiety, a voice saying, 
“You're never enough and you're never done. You 
always have to stay vigilant because something is 
going to fall through the cracks.”

I experienced what it was like to know that I was 
completely finished, in this very moment, and then to 
take up the next moment from the place of joy rather 
than anxiety. I experienced it as switching fuel tanks, 
that before what fueled my work in the world was a 
little bit about anxiety and not getting things done, and 
now I felt what it was like to live from the pure joy of 
the work itself. Chanting the phrase gave me an 
experience, a new compass point, to guide my life. 
Because I had a moment where I felt what it was like 
to be enough. – Rabbi Shefa Gold, quoted in Making 
Prayer Real by Rabbi Mike Comins

#8 – When All Else Fails: A Mini-Epic and Micro-Opera from “Bruised Orange,” John Prine (1978)

“That's the Way that the World Goes Round” (one verse and chorus)
I was sitting in the bathtub, counting my toes
When the radiator broke, water all froze
I got stuck in the ice without my clothes
Naked as the eyes of a clown

I was crying ice cubes, hoping I'd croak
When the sun come through the window, 
the ice all broke 
I stood up and laughed, thought it was a joke 
That's the way that the world goes 'round

That's the way that the world goes 'round
You're up one day, the next you're down
It's half an inch of water 
and you think you're gonna drown 
That's the way that the world goes 'round

from “Misheard John Prine (website): “It's half an 
enchilada...,” the cocktail-inspiring “Happy 
Enchilada...,” and, most apropos: “It's a habit that 
you wallow, and you think you're gonna drown.”   

“Fish and Whistle” (chorus)
Father forgive us for what we must do
You forgive us and we'll forgive you
We'll forgive each other 'til we both turn blue
And we'll whistle and go fishing in heaven

Fish and whistle, whistle and fish
Eat everything that they put on your dish
When we get through we'll make a big wish
That we never have to do this again, again? again??

#9 – A Thought on Using a Prayer Book
Sometimes you're just too strung out to come up with your own personal prayers. Having the text in front of you 
kind of takes you by the hand and walks you over to something that matters more than whatever is getting you 
down. – Jay Michaelson, quoted in Making Prayer Real by Rabbi Mike Comins

#10 – A prayer for Selichot (from “the Velveteen Rabbi” AKA Rachel Barenblat)
from a Congregation Beth Israel service shared on RJblog and VelveteenRabbi 

Compassionate One, remember we are your children
help us to know again that we are cradled

during these awesome days of changing light
we want to return to your lap, to your arms

remind us how to believe that we are loved
not for our achievements but because we are yours

as the moon of Elul wanes and the new year rushes in
hear us with compassion enfold us, don’t let us go


